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Summary

Structural loads of wind turbines are becoming critical because of the growing size of wind

turbines in combination with the required dynamic output demands. Wind turbine tower and

blades are therefore affected by structural loads. To mitigate the loads while maintaining other

desired conditions such as the optimization of power generated or the regulation of rotor speed,

advanced control schemes have been developed during the last decade. However, conflict and

trade-off between structural load reduction capacity of the controllers and other goals arise;

when trying to reduce the structural loads, the power production or regulation performance

may be also reduced. Suitable measures are needed when designing controllers to evaluate

the control performance with respect to the conflicting control goals. Existing measures for

structural loads only consider the loads without referring to the relationship between loads and

other control performance aspects. In this contribution, the conflicts are clearly defined and

expressed to evaluate the effectiveness of control methods by introducing novel measures. New

measures considering structural loads, power production, and regulation to prove the control

performance and to formulate criteria for controller design are proposed. The proposed measures

allow graphical illustration and numerical criteria describing conflicting control goals and the

relationship between goals. Two control approaches for wind turbines, PI and observer-based

state feedback, are defined and used to illustrate and to compare the newly introduced measures.

The results are obtained by simulation using Fatigue, Aerodynamics, Structures, and Turbulence

(FAST) tool, developed by the National Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL), USA.
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1 INTRODUCTION

The growing concern about environmental issues and the exhausting of traditional fossil fuels lead to the need for alternative environmentally

friendly energy sources. Among developing sustainable energy, wind energy is currently one of the most effective and fastest growing sources

of electricity. A typical method to harvest wind energy is using wind turbines to convert wind kinetic energy to electric energy. To meet the

growing demands on capacity and economic efficiency, wind turbines are being scaled up in size and using lightweight materials, thus increasing

the flexibility and structural loads that wind turbines have to withstand.

Structural loads affecting tower, blades, and drivetrain mainly result from gravity and wind forces affecting the wind turbine rotor area. The

wind speed changes stochastically in both direction and magnitude. The speed is usually larger at the upper part and lower at the bottom part of

the turbine because of the wind shear, leading to unbalanced aerodynamic loads causing structural loads. Gyroscopic effects that arise from rotor

rotation also induce structural loads. Gyroscopic forces yield cyclic stresses to the drivetrain and the blades resulting in fatigue loads.1 These
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effects are stronger when the turbine sizes become larger leading to the increase in structural loads. The reduction of such periodic loads could

reduce the operating cost and increase the wind turbines expected lifetime, which would lower the cost of wind energy.

Most large-scale wind turbines nowadays are characterized by variable-pitch and variable-speed control to maximize the energy extracted.

The turbine rotor speed is controlled to track the optimal speed in region II (underrated wind speed) and to regulate the rotor speed at a rated

value in region III (above-rated wind speed) by adjusting the generator torque and the pitch angle of blades.2 Classical proportional-integral

(PI) collective pitch control (CPC) controllers only regulate the rotor without considering structural loads. In modern large-scale wind turbines,

structural loads such as tower vibration and drivetrain torsional vibration are reduced by using additional control loops for active damping at

resonant frequencies.3,4 Because of the strong coupling between control modes, special attention is required when designing control loops

individually for different goals to avoid performance deterioration or unstabilizing the closed-loop system. To deal with the decoupling problem

of single-input and single-output (SISO) approaches, advanced multiple-input and multiple-output (MIMO) controllers have been developed by

wind energy researchers in order to realize multiple objectives such as regulating the rotor speed and mitigating structural loads at the same

time. In Pintea et al5 and Imran et al,6 linear-quadratic-Gaussian (LQG) approach is used to calculate an optimal controller for speed regulation

and blades and tower loads alleviation. Model predictive control (MPC) is commonly used for load reduction because of the ability to deal with

constraints.7 In Mirzaei et al,8 a light detection and ranging (LIDAR) sensor is used to provide wind speed disturbance information in combination

with MPC. The effects of wind variation on wind turbines can be mitigated by disturbance-accommodating control (DAC). The method uses

a predefined disturbance model to estimate the wind speed as unknown disturbances. The blade flapwise bending moment is mitigated while

regulating constant rotor speed thanks to the DAC independent pitch controller.9 To reduce the drivetrain and tower loads and control the

generator speed, in De Corcuera et al,10 two robust H∞ controllers are used for torque and pitch control. The simulation results show that the H∞

controllers provide better performance than classical control approaches. In Yuan and Tang,11 direct model reference adaptive control (DMRAC)

is proposed to consider the varying wind speed and model uncertainties. The trade-off between generator speed regulation and load mitigation

effect can be adjusted by modifying the weighting matrices of the adaptive laws. Both energy capture and fatigue loads are considered in Ma

et al.12 An algorithm to avoid tower resonance operating frequency is developed to mitigate the tower loads. The trade-off between power

production and structural loads is considered by designing the parameter of an internal PI controller. In Xiao et al,13 structural loads are taken

into account by maximizing power using modified objective function of the extremum-seeking control (ESC) method. In general, the wind speed

varies with height leading to unbalance forces that each turbine blade has to withstand. To reduce these asymmetrical loads, individual pitch

control (IPC) is widely used.3,14 Instead of using collective pitch for all blades, IPC controls each blade pitch individually. The core idea of IPC is to

transform the blades rotating coordinate to a fixed frame by multi-blade coordinate transformation (MBC).15 Controllers can be designed in the

fixed frame by the above-mentioned methods; the control outputs then are converted back to rotating coordinate by the inverse transformation

to produce individual pitch commands. Among modern control approaches, IPC full-state feedback (FSF) controls combined with observers are

proved to have potential in load reduction by field tests on a real turbine.16

The main objectives of wind turbine control systems are to maximize the energy extracted from the wind, to minimize structural loads, and to

guarantee system safety. The structural loads including blade bending moment and tower bending moment can be reduced by controlling the

blade pitch angles collectively or individually with a proper algorithm. The challenge is that while trying to mitigate structural loads by modifying

blade angles, the rotor speed will be affected, leading to performance degradation resulting in conflicts between structural loads mitigation and

power control. The conflicts differ in different operating regions of wind turbines. When the wind speed is under the rated value that is defined as

region II, the main control goal here is to maximize the generated power. The trade-off needs to be optimized in this region that is between energy

efficiency and structural loads. To keep the wind turbine operating under safety limits in region III, the rotor/generator speed is kept constant

at the rated value. Now, a compromise between speed regulation performance and loads reduction arises. To define an optimal compromise,

complete knowledge about various elements affecting control performance is required. In addition, the contribution of each aspect to the

addressed conflicting objectives such as load mitigation, speed regulation, and energy maximization needs to be evaluated by suitable measures.

In mentioned literature, to evaluate and compare the loads mitigation performances of control algorithms for wind turbines, power spectral

density (PSD)17 based on Fourier transform and damage equivalent load (DEL)18 is commonly used. The methods use time-series historical data

of blades and tower bending moment to calculate the strength of structural loads that the wind turbine has to withstand. The metric PSD analysis

can calculate the strength of blades or tower variation at certain frequencies, which can generally describe the structural loads. On the other

hand, DEL relates the cumulative fatigue damage representing the structural loads over a period of time. The metrics PSD and DEL only consider

loads without referring to other goals, and the relationship between them makes it difficult to evaluate the overall performance including power

production or rotor speed regulation criteria. The mentioned metrics need to be used in combination with other performance metrics to assess

and design multi-objective controllers for wind turbines.

This contribution proposes novel measures based on time-series historical data obtained from wind turbines, such as blades/tower bending

moments and rotor/generator speed, and the covariance of the data to assess the overall control performance of a wind turbine. The proposed

measures can represent multi-control performances in a graph avoiding using separate metrics in designing controllers. A new parameter that

defines the relation between control goals is introduced, which introduces a new measure for controller assessment and design. The measures

are able to express multi-control objectives graphically and also in combination with related mathematical values. These illustrations give control

engineers and control designers quantitative and qualitative insights into control performance criteria, enabling designers to modify control
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parameters to reach desired result. The usages of the new measures are illustrated by comparing and tuning two commonly applied control

approaches for wind turbines, PI, and observer-based state feedback controllers.

The aim of the paper is not focused on the design of the control system (already published in Do et al19). In addition to our previous work in

this contribution, here, a new performance measure is introduced. In this paper, this performance measure is developed. Further, the proposed

measure is used to assess the control performance of different approaches. As an example, those approaches already published in Do et al19 are

used for illustration. Furthermore, in addition to Do et al19 and different results for wind speed region II, wind turbulence effects and control

parameters effects also added for the application demonstration.

The paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, a brief description of two commonly used control approaches, PI and observer-based full-state

controller, which are given as examples to illustrate the options of the new measure. The approaches are applied to a nonlinear 1.5-MW reference

wind turbine model using FAST code.20 In Section 3, classic performance measures and the new measure are presented. Illustration examples are

provided in Section 4. Finally, conclusions drawn from the results are summarized.

2 WIND TURBINE MODELING AND CONTROL

This section gives a brief overview about control model and methods used for comparison and illustration of the new measure. For simplicity,

known PI and CPC observer-based full-state controllers are used for illustration. The PI controller is widely used in commercial wind turbines,

while observer-based full-state approach is one of the most potential advanced control methods for wind turbines in practice. The wind turbine

model and control approach used are similar to those in our previously published paper.19

FAST simulation code is used to obtain dynamic responses of different controllers and scenarios. The code can simulate important turbines'

motions such as the translational (surge, sway, and heave) and rotational (roll, pitch, and yaw) motions of the support platform relative to

the inertia frame, the tower motion, the yawing and nacelle motion, the generator motion, variable rotor speed and drive-shaft flexibility,

the drivetrain motion, the blade flapwise tip motion for the first and second mode, the blade edgewise tip displacement for the first mode,

and lastly, the rotor and tail furl. These motions or degree of freedoms (DOFs) can be disabled during the simulation to obtain less complex

models.20

2.1 Wind turbine model

A three-bladed upwind reference WindPACT 1.5-MW onshore wind turbine model developed by the National Renewable Energy Laboratory

(NREL)21 is considered as a reference system based on the FAST code. The model is built based on an actual commercial wind turbine and was

used most extensively in the WindPACT program for studies of wind turbine technology innovations. The turbine's characteristics are outlined

in Table 1. In this paper, all of the DOFs of the onshore wind turbine are enabled. However, only the generator speed, drivetrain torsional, first

mode blade flapwise, and tower fore-aft DOFs are enabled to obtain a reduced order model for controller design.

The wind turbine dynamics is represented by the nonlinear model

M(q, u, t)q̈ + f(q,
̇

q, u, d, t) = 0, (1)

where M denotes the mass matrix containing inertia and mass components, f denotes the nonlinear ‘‘forcing function’’ vector, q,
̇

q, and
̈

q denote the

DOFs displacements, velocities, and acceleration, respectively, u denotes the vector of control inputs, d denotes wind input, and t represents time.

The nonlinear wind turbine model is linearized about a given steady-state operating point to receive a linear model for controller design

numerically using FAST. First, a constant speed wind is used as input for FAST linearization analysis; the blade pitch angles are kept constant.

FAST automatically compute the periodic steady-state operation points and the corresponding linearized models. The periodic state-space

matrices then are azimuth averaged to obtain the final model.20 In this contribution, the nonlinear model (1) is linearized about the operating

point in the above-rated wind speed region, with hub-height wind speed of vop = 18 m/s, pitch angles of 𝛽1op = 𝛽2op = 𝛽3op = 20◦, and

nominal rotor speed of yop = 20.463 rpm selected as steady-state operating points. In region II, the operation point is chosen as vop =
8 m/s, 𝛽1op = 𝛽2op = 𝛽3op = 2.9◦, and yop = 14.8 rpm. The controller of each region is computed based on the corresponding linearized

model.

Rated Rotor Speed 20.463 rpm

Hub height 84 m

Configuration three blades, upwind

Cut_in, Rated, Cut_out wind speed 4, 12, 25 m/s

Gearbox ratio 87.965

Blade diameter 70 m

Rated power 1.5 MW

Blade pitch range 0◦-90◦

TABLE 1 1.5-MW reference wind turbine specifications
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Generally, the variables of the linearized model are small variations about the selected steady-state operating point. The state-space

representation of the related linearized model is given by

.
x(t) = Ax(t) + Bu(t) + Bdd(t)

y(t) = Cx(t),
(2)

where x(t) = [Δq(t),Δ .
q(t)]T denotes the state vector, A denotes the system matrix, B denotes the control input matrix, Bd denotes the disturbance

input matrix, u(t) = [Δ𝛽1(t),Δ𝛽2(t),Δ𝛽3(t)]T denotes the perturbed control input, d(t) = Δv(t) denotes the perturbed hub height wind speed, and

y(t) = Cx(t) denotes the measured outputs.

The reduced model used for control design is obtained by enabling the rotor, generator, drivetrain, tower fore aft, and blade flapwise DOFs; a

11-state model with states representing blade, tower, drivetrain loads, and the generator speed is considered. The mechanical state vector x of

the corresponding model is

x =

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

tower fore-aft displacement
drivetrain torsional displacement

blade 1 flap-wise displacement
blade 2 flap-wise displacement
blade 3 flap-wise displacement

generator speed
tower fore-aft velocity

drivetrain torsional velocity
blade 1 flap-wise velocity
blade 2 flap-wise velocity
blade 3 flap-wise velocity

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

. (3)

The measured outputs include generator speed, tower fore-aft displacement, and blade flapwise displacements that can be easily obtained

from typical sensors of modern turbines.

The FAST code does not integrate pitch actuator dynamics; hence ,an additional actuator model is required. For simplicity and because of the

larger bandwidth of the pitch actuator dynamics relative to the wind turbine dynamics, here, the actuator dynamics is considered as a first-order

(PT1) linear model
𝛽

𝛽
com

= 1
s𝜏

𝛽
+ 1

, (4)

where 𝛽
com

represents the desired pitch angle, 𝛽 the actual pitch angle and 𝜏
𝛽

the actuator lag time. The actuator model can be expressed in state

space form
.
𝛽 = −1∕𝜏

𝛽
𝛽 + 1∕𝜏

𝛽
𝛽

com
. (5)

From (2) and (5), the extended wind turbine model including the pitch actuator dynamics,

[ .
x.
𝛽

]
=
[

A B
0 −1∕𝜏

𝛽

] [
x
𝛽

]
+
[

0
1∕𝜏

𝛽

]
u +

[
Bd

0

]
d, (6)

can be obtained, where u denotes 𝛽
com

instead of 𝛽 . In following sections, the extended model included that actuator dynamics is used instead of

the original one.

2.2 Baseline controller

For below-rated wind speed region (region II), the main goal is to maximize the power production. The pitch angle 𝛽 is typically held constant at

the optimal value 𝛽op, the generator torque Tg is varied to control the rotor speed in order to maximize the power extracted. At fixed pitch angle,

maximum aerodynamic efficiency is achieved at the optimal rotor speed Ωrop or tip-speed ratio 𝜆op, which maximizes the power coefficient Cp.

The typical generator torque controller is expressed as

Tg = KΩ2(t) = 1
2Ng

𝜌𝜋R5
Cpop(𝛽op, 𝜆op)

𝜆3
op

Ω2
r (t), (7)

where Ng denotes the gearbox ratio between generator and rotor speed, 𝜌 denotes air density, R the rotor radius, and Ωr denotes rotor speed.22

In high wind speed regime (region III) that is above-rated wind speed, the wind energy is beyond the extraction capacity of the turbines. The

main goal in this region is to keep the turbines operate under the electrical and mechanical safety limits. Two typical strategies for region III

wind turbines control are constant power and constant torque. In the constant power strategy, the generator power is kept constant by varying

the generator torque inversely proportional to the generator speed.23 In the second strategy, the generator torque is held constant, while the
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rotor/generator speed is regulated to the desired rated value by modifying the blade pitch angles.21 In this paper, the constant generator torque

approach is used as an example; the generator speed is then controlled by a PI controller.

PI control approach is the most widely used method of commercial wind turbines control in region III. A PI controller formula can be written as

u(t) = Kpe(t) + Ki ∫ e(𝜏)d𝜏, (8)

where Kp and Ki denote the coefficients for the proportional and integral terms respectively, u(t) denotes the control variable that is the collective

demanded pitch angle, and e(t) denotes the difference between desired and measured rotor speed. The parameters Kp and Ki are defined by the

method described in Wright and Fingersh24 using the linear model (2).

2.3 FSF controller

The baseline controller designs do not consider structural loads. To reduce loads while maximizing power production in partial load scheme and

regulate the power in full load region, FSF controllers can be applied to add damping to blade and tower bending modes. Using the linear model

(2), a linear quadratic regulator (LQR) is designed such that the objective function JLQR,

JLQR = ∫
(

xT(t)Qx(t) + uT(t)Ru(t)
)

dt, (9)

is minimized, where Q and R are state and control input weighting matrices, respectively. The weighting matrices provide a trade-off between

state regulation and control efforts. A typical way to choose suitable weighting matrices is to keep R constant (let say R = I) and vary Q. To realize

the objective of reducing structural load on blades and tower vibration, the elements of the Q weighting matrix related to blades and tower

motions can be tuned. For each attempt, performance measures are applied and compared until the desired values are obtained.

The control variable u(t) can be calculated as u(t) = Gx(t), where G = −R−1BT P. The matrix P is obtained by solving the algebraic Riccati

equation as

AP + PAT + Q − PR−1BT P = 0. (10)

The controller requires the feedback state values; however, some of the states are not always available or expensive to measure. In this

contribution, the estimated state values x̂(t) provided by a PI observer (PIO) described in the next section are used as feedback variables.

2.4 PI observer

Based on a system model, observers can reconstruct the unmeasured states from measurements of outputs. Classical observers such as

Luenberger observer and Kalman filter are not directly applicable to nonlinear systems as wind turbines.

A PIO can be applied to estimate the system states, while nonlinearities as unknown inputs are acting to the system. Nonlinear model (1) can

be rewritten in the form of combined linear and nonlinear parts as

.
x(t) = Ax(t) + Bu(t) + Nf(x, t)

y(t) = Cx(t).
(11)

where, f(x, t) ∈ R
r denotes the nonlinearities, unmodeled dynamics, and unknown inputs assumed as additive inputs, x(t) ∈ R

n denotes the state

vector, u(t) ∈ R
l denotes the input vector, and y(t) ∈ R

m denotes the measured output vector. The information about the dynamics of f(x, t) is

assumed as unknown. The matrix N denotes the location of unknown inputs acting to the system and is assumed as known.

The aim is based on the given information of the system model, the matrices A ∈ R
n×n,B ∈ R

n×l,C ∈ R
n×n, and N ∈ R

n×r , to estimate the system

states x(t) as x̂(t) and the effects of the nonlinearity and unmodeled dynamics f(t) as f̂(t) as unknown inputs. The system is assumed as controllable

and observable for the existence of the controller and observer. The condition is satisfied by choosing control variables and measured outputs.25

The basic idea is to extend the system states with an additional state to express the nonlinearity and unmodeled dynamics. Without exact

knowledge about the dynamics of unknown input f(t) and assuming that f(t) is varying slowly so that the dynamics can be assumed as piecewise

constant, the dynamics f(t) is expressed as
.
f(t) = Df(t) ≤ 𝜖, (12)

where 𝜖 denotes a slow and bonded change rate and is a very small number. If the unknown dynamics f(t) is assumed as piecewise constant,

D = 0.26

The extended system is described by [ .
x(t).
f(t)

]
= Ae

[
A N
0 0

]
⏟⏞⏟⏞⏟

xe

[
x(t)
f(t)

]
⏟⏟⏟

+ Be

[
B
0

]
⏟⏟⏟

u(t)

y(t) = Ce

[
C 0

]
⏟⏟⏟

[
x(t)
f(t)

]
.

(13)
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FIGURE 1 Proportional-integral (PI) observer

Assuming observability of Ae and Ce, the states x(t) and the unknown f(t) in (11) can be estimated as

[ .
x̂(t).
f̂(t)

]
=
[

A N
0 0

] [
x̂(t)
f̂(t)

]
+
[

B
0

]
u(t) +

[
L1

L2

]
(y(t) − ŷ(t)). (14)

This extended system can also be interpreted by adding an integral part to a classical Luenberger observer shown in Figure 1 where L1 is

original Luenberger gain and L2 is additional integral gain of the observer.

Based on (13) and (14), considering the estimation errors as e(t) = x̂(t) − x(t) and fe(t) = f̂(t) − f(x, t), the error dynamics of the extended system

becomes [
ė(t)
̇

fe(t)

]
=
[

A − L1C N
−L2C 0

]
⏟⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏟⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏟

Ae,obs

[
ê(t)
fe(t)

]
+
[

L1

L2

]
(y(t) − ŷ(t)). (15)

For a suitable observer design, the feedback matrix L has to be chosen in such a way that the estimation errors tend to zero (e(t) → 0, fe(t) → 0).
The error dynamics is affected by the term f(x, t). The feedback matrices L1 and L2 are required to stabilize the extended system described by the

matrix Ae,obs and to minimize the influence from the unknown inputs f(t) to the estimations e(t) and fe(t). The two requirements

• Re(𝜆i) < 0, for all the eigenvalues of matrix Ae,obs, and

• ||L2||F ≫ ||L1||F ,

for the PIO gain matrices design have to be fulfilled, where ||.||F denotes the Frobenius norm.

These requirements can be realized by using LQR method with suitable weighting matrices

Qobs =
[

In 0
0 qIr

]
,Robs = Im, (16)

with q as scalar design parameter so that ||L2||F ≫ ||L1||F with q ≫ 1 expressing ‘‘high-gain.’’27

The overall PIO-based FSF control system for wind turbines is shown in Figure 2. The wind turbine is assumed to operate only at regions II or

III. The transition region (region 21∕2) is not considered in this paper. The region II control system includes a baseline torque controller described

in Section 2.2 and a PIO-based FSF controller. The FSF controller adjusts the blade pitch angles around the optimal value to provide additional

damping to the structural load variation modes. In region III, the torque is kept constant at rated value; the objectives of the FSF controller in this

region are to regulate the rotor/generator speed and reduce structural variations. Note that the two FSF controllers have different parameters

calculated from linearized models described in Section 2.1.
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FIGURE 2 Wind turbine control system

3 PERFORMANCE MEASURES

3.1 Power spectral density

PSD analysis is a type of frequency-domain analysis methods describing the distribution of power or the strength of variation into frequency

components.17 In other words, PSD shows the strength of variation at certain frequencies.

For load analysis of wind turbines, PSDs are often used to determine blade and tower variation power at rotor frequency (1P, one-per-revolution)

and multiples of rotor frequency (2P, 3P, and so on), which correspond to structural loads.

To obtain PSDs, time series data of tower and blades variation are transformed to frequency domain by truncated Fourier transform over a

finite interval T as

x(𝜔) = 1√
T ∫

T

0
x(t)e−i𝜔tdt. (17)

The PSD or power spectrum is calculated as

P(𝜔) = lim
T→∞

E
[|x(𝜔)|2

]
, (18)

where E denotes the expected value.28

3.2 Damage equivalent load

Wind turbine components are subjected to variable mechanical stresses because of variability of wind speed leading to gradual degradation of

individual components. To assess the structural load, the fatigue load is widely used as describing variable. In material science, fatigue is the

weakening of a material because of cyclical applied loads that are beyond certain thresholds.29

Miner's rule30 is often used to calculate cumulative damage for failures caused by fatigue. Assuming there are k different load amplitude

levels, namely, Si, (1 ≤ i ≤ k), each level Si contributes ni cycles, and the number of cycles to failure at the stress level Si is Ni. The number of

cycles to failure Ni is defined by a stress-cycle (S-N) curve. The S-N curves are derived from experiment on samples of the material. The damage

accumulation Dac can be expressed as

Dac =
k∑

i=1

Di =
k∑

i=1

ni(Si)
Ni(Si)

, (19)

with Di as damage increment and Dac as accumulated damage over actual lifespan. In general, when the damage accumulation Dac reaches a

defined limit ≥ 1, the system is considered as failed.

For arbitrary stresses, rainflow-counting (RFC) algorithm is used31 to transform a spectrum of varying stress levels to a set of simple load levels

allowing the application of Miner's rule.
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To justify the damage in a period of time, DEL, which is a constant amplitude fatigue load defining the equivalent damage as the variable

spectrum of loads,18 can be calculated as

DEL =
⎛⎜⎜⎝
∑

i
niSm

i

N

⎞⎟⎟⎠
1
m

, (20)

where N denotes total equivalent fatigue counts, m the Wöhler exponent, and both are defined by experiments.

3.3 New covariance distribution diagram measures

Existing measures for structural loads mentioned above only consider loads without referring to the relationship between loads and other control

performance aspects such as the power regulation or the power extracted. To illustrate exactly this relationship, this paper proposed to place

structural loads and generator power together in a covariance distribution diagram (Figure 3) as a base to form new measures.

For the uniform between regions II and III, the power regulation is use to represent the speed regulation, since the power is proportional to

the speed when the torque is constant. In Figure 3, for a given load profile, each point represents the instantaneous values at a sample time of

the bending moment of the tower (structure load) and the generated power related to a certain wind speed applying a specific control structure

and parameter set combination. Thus, for given wind profile and a control system, an unique distribution can be obtained. The behaviors can be

clearly distinguished and characterized by the area, density, and 2D width of related distributions (here, blue: FSF; red: PI controller).

To describe the related characteristics of the controllers more clearly, the covariance matrix of the relevant structural loads damage data D and

generator power data P has to be calculated. Based on the covariance matrix, ellipse iso-contours are determined for controllers. Each ellipse is

characterized by the center point m, the angles between the ellipse axes and the coordinate axes 𝛼, and the widths in both directions 𝜎x and 𝜎y .

These variables can be used as performance measures, namely, CSx (CS is the acronym for controller sensitivity), for wind turbine control system.

The ellipse then is scaled by a factor determined by the chi-square probabilities table (24). The higher scale factor, the bigger ellipse containing

more data points. In this paper, the scale factor is chosen to defining the ellipse containing 95% of all data (Figure 4).

The center points are determined by the average value of the load variations mx (CS3) and the generated power my (CS4). The average load mx

is expected to be low. The higher my is better in wind speed region II since it indicates that more power is produced. However, in wind speed

region III, the control goal is to keep generated power constant at rated value, so my is expected to be close to the set point.

FIGURE 3 Comparison of load and power
contributions (red: proportional-integral [PI], blue:
full-state feedback [FSF] controller)

FIGURE 4 Illustration of the introduced measures
CS1−5 applied to the result of PI controller. FSF,
full-state feedback; PI, proportional-integral
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The angle 𝛼 (0 ≤ 𝛼 ≤ 90) denotes the relationship between the loads and power; if the ellipse axes and the coordinate axes are aligned or the

angle 𝛼 equals to zero or 90o, the structural loads and generated power are uncorrelated. To illustrate the correlation level of the data, the newly

measure CS5 can be defined as

CS5 = min(𝛼,90 − 𝛼). (21)

Higher value of CS5 defines, the higher power production will be connected with higher structural loads, so CS5 is considered as a measure for

the sensitivity of controllers (controller sensitivity - CS). The lower the value of CS5 is, the better due to the related controller introduces lower

additional structural loads; it can produce more power without increasing the loads.

The magnitudes 𝜎 of the ellipse axes define the variance of the data. The value of 𝜎x (CS1) represents the strength of structural load variation,

so the control goal for both wind speed regions is to keep 𝜎x as small as possible. In wind speed region II, power production related to 𝜎y (CS2)

and my (CS4), higher 𝜎y and my means more power is produced. Typical control strategy for region II is using an additional loads reduction control

loop with the baseline controller. The loads reduction controller only modifies the pitch angles around the optimal value to mitigate loads, so the

mean generated power my is nearly the same as the baseline case (see Section 4.2). On the other hand, in wind speed region III, generated power

is regulated to rated value, so 𝜎y need to be small in this region.

Table 2 summarizes proposed measures. The list of proposed measures is given in the first column with the corresponding variables given in

the second column. The next two columns represent the application of proposed measures in regions II and III. In each region, the '+' sign denotes

the higher of the corresponding measure, the better the performance. The ‘‘−’’ sign denotes the lower value of the measure is better.

Based on the ellipses representing the results of each controller, control performance information include structural load levels, generator

power, and the relationship between loads and power, which is extracted and compared. This allows to justify the effectiveness of different

control approaches, as well as to give criteria for tuning the control parameters.

The covariance of the two variable vectors X and Y are defined as

cv(X,Y) = 1
N − 1

N∑
i=1

(Xi − mx) ∗ (Yi − my), (22)

where mx and my denote the mean of X and Y and ∗ denotes the complex conjugate. The covariance matrix of X and Y is calculated as

C =
[

cv(X,X) cv(X,Y)
cv(Y,X) cv(Y,Y)

]
. (23)

Using the covariance matrix, the ellipse equation is formulated as

(
x
𝜎x

)2

+
(

y
𝜎y

)2

= s, (24)

where s denotes the scale factor of the ellipse determined by the chi-square probabilities table (95% confidence level corresponds to s = 5.99) and

𝜎x and 𝜎y are standard deviations of structural load and generator power data, which are related to the eigenvalues 𝜆 of the covariance matrix C as

CS1∕2 = 𝜎i =
√
𝜆i, det(C − 𝜆I) = 0. (25)

The ellipse is centered at the mean values of data (mx,my) and rotated around the X-axis an angle 𝛼 equal to the angle of the largest eigenvector

vmax of C towards the X-axis

𝛼 = arctan
vmax(y)
vmax(x)

. (26)

CS measures Variables Region II Region III

CS1 𝜎x − −
CS2 𝜎y + −
CS3 mx − −
CS4 my + NA

CS5 𝛼 − −

Note. +, Higher is better; −, lower is better; NA, not
defined. Abbreviation: CS, controller sensitivity.

TABLE 2 New measures summary
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FIGURE 5 Illustration of the introduced measures
CS1−5 applied to the results of two controllers
(red: proportional-integral [PI], blue: full-state
feedback [FSF])

TABLE 3 PI and FSF controller comparison CS measures CS1 CS2 CS3 CS4 CS5

Variables 𝜎x 𝜎y mx my 𝛼

PI (1) 328 218 697 1512 17

FSF (2) 238 46 744 1540 5

Note: Green shade refers to better results.

FIGURE 6 Damage equivalent loads. FSF, full-state feedback; PI,
proportional-integral

As example in Figure 5 and Table 3, the results comparison of the PI and FSF controllers for wind speed region III are given. In wind speed

region III, the rotor speed is regulated to the design-rated value to avoid too high mechanical stresses by governing the blade angles, while the

generator torque is held constant. It can be obtained that FSF controller has much better speed regulation performance than classical PI controller

(79% smaller CS2 or generator speed variation). In addition, by applying FSF controller, the structural loads (tower bending moment) that the

turbine has to withstand also reduce by 27% indicated by reduction in CS1; the correlation between structural loads and generated power is also

reduced (smaller orientation angle CS5).

For comparison with the new measures, the tower DELs of both controllers are calculated (Figure 6) using Mlife.18 The results show that by

using the FSF controller, the tower DEL reduces by 29%, which is a good agreement with the results of the new measures. However, in the DEL

metric, only structural load is considered; no information regarding the speed regulation performance and the correlation is provided.

It can be easily observed from the new measures graphically represented in Figure 4 that the FSF controller has advantages over the PI

controller in the both objectives, rotor speed regulation, and structural loads mitigation. In the new measures, CS1−4 defines a generalized

representation of commonly used load amplitude measure for load analysis; CS5 is completely new and introduces an additional measure for

controller assessment and design. All new measures are visualized graphically in one figure; it is convenient for designers to assess and compare

the performances of each controller.

4 ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLES

The proposed measures are applied to compare PI and FSF controller in both wind speed regions II and III to illustrate the ability of performance

evaluation using the measures introduced. The normal power production design load case DLC 1.2 for fatigue according to the IEC 61400-1

standard is used.32 The results are obtained using FAST code with the wind turbine model and control methods described in Section 2.

Turbulence wind profiles used for simulation are generated using IEC von Karman wind turbulence model by TurbSim.33 The wind has a mean

value of 8 m/s for region II and 18 m/s for region III simulation; the linear vertical wind shear power law exponent is 0.2. The turbulence intensity

of the wind is chosen as 12% corresponding to standard IEC category C. Three different random seeds are used for each wind profile to analyze

the fatigue loads that are the tower bending moments of the turbine.
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FIGURE 7 Hub height wind profiles with
the same mean speed and different
turbulence levels

FIGURE 8 Illustration of the effects of the wind
turbulence level on control performances using
new measures

4.1 Wind turbulence level effects

To study the effects of wind turbulence level on the control performances using the new measures, two wind profiles with different turbulence

intensity of 12% (IEC type C) and 17% (IEC type A) are used in comparison with the same controller (Figure 7).

The results are obtained for both wind profiles with FSF controller. From Figure 8, it can be observed that the representative ellipses have

identical center points and angles shown by the same value of CS3,CS4, and CS5. This means the change in the turbulence level of wind profiles

does not affect the correlation between structural loads and generated power when using the same controller. The variation in generated power

and loads indicated by CS2 and CS1, on the other hand, increase about 25% when the wind turbulence level raises from 12% to 17%. Each

controller is characterized by the relation between loads and power produced or the angles between corresponding ellipse axes and coordinate

axes. The control performance levels depend on both control approach and wind characteristics.

4.2 Wind speed region II

In wind speed region II that is below rated speed, the control objectives are to maximize extracted power from the wind while keeping the

structural loads smallest possible. Typically, the control design goals are realized by a torque controller to govern the rotor speed to reach optimal

value depending on wind speed. The blade angles are kept constant at a predefined optimal value. To better mitigate structural loads, a FSF

controller is used combined with existing torque controller to add damping into the blades and tower bending modes. The additive controller

modifies the blade angles around optimal value to reduce the blades and tower variations. The modification may affect the overall optimum

tip-speed ratio, thus reducing the extracted power; however, the mean values of loads (mx) and power (my) are remained the same. This trade-off

is shown in Figure 9. The magnitude of the ellipse in vertical direction represents variations of generator power, and in horizontal direction,

represents those related to structural loads. From the simulation results in Figure 9, a reduction of 32% in structural load (CS1) exchange for

10% decrease in power production (CS2) can be observed. It is also can be detected that the produced loads and power are uncorrelated in this

scenario for both control approaches because of CS5 equal to zero.

4.3 Wind speed region III

In wind speed region III that is above-rated speed, the rotor speed is regulated to the design rated value by the PI controller to avoid mechanical

stress larger than that designed by governing the blade angles, while the generator torque is held constant. In this situation, FSF controller has
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much better speed regulation performance than classical PI controller (80% smaller CS2 rotor speed variation) (Figure 10). In addition, by applying

FSF controller, the structural loads that the turbine has to withstand are also reduce by 27% indicated by reduction in CS1.

4.4 Controller parameter design

For an illustration of using the new measures for designing controller in wind speed region III, the weighting matrix Q of the FSF controller is tuned

and compared to determine the best parameters. For example, three combinations of controller parameters are used. The element of the weighting

FIGURE 9 Comparison performances of two
controllers in wind speed region II using new
measures. FSF, full-state feedback; PI,
proportional-integral

FIGURE 10 Comparison performances of two
controllers in wind speed region III using new
measures. FSF, full-state feedback; PI,
proportional-integral

FIGURE 11 Comparison results of a FSF controller
with different weightings (5-20, 5-15, and 5-10)
using new measures. FSF, full-state feedback
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CS measures CS1 CS2 CS3 CS4 CS5

Variables 𝜎x 𝜎y mx my 𝛼

5-20 0.134 102.7 0.168 1577 1.57

5-15 0.122 102.8 0.168 1577 1.57

5-10 0.144 149.9 0.169 1577 1.57

Abbreviations: CS, controller sensitivity; FSF, full-state feedback.

TABLE 4 Comparison results of a FSF controller with different weightings
(5-20, 5-15, and 5-10) using new measures

matrix Q corresponding to the rotor speed regulation performance is chosen constantly at 5; the element corresponding to structural load (in this

case is blade bending moments) is varied at increasing values 10, 15, and 20. So three combinations of weighting are 5 to 10, 5 to 15, and 5 to 20.

The results are shown in Figure 11 and Table 4; it can be seen that CS3, CS4, and CS5 do not change when varying Q, which means that the

correlation between structural loads and power production remain the same for all combinations. However, CS1 and CS2, representing structural

load mitigation and rotor speed regulation performances, are changing depending on the value of the weighting matrix Q. By increasing the

coefficient from 10 to 15, CS1 and CS2 decrease; the control performance for both criteria are improved. When continuously increasing the

coefficient from 15 to 20, CS1 increases; the load mitigation performance is reduced, while CS2 nearly unchanged. It can bee observed from the

new measures that the best parameter combination for the FSF controller is 5 to 15 in this situation.

5 CONCLUSIONS

In this contribution, new measures are introduced to characterize and, therefore, also to compare control approaches applied to wind turbine

control systems. The measures are able to describe the different and conflicting control goals of wind turbines by graphical and numerical

representations. Five measures are introduced: CS1 denotes the strength of force variation representing structural loads; CS2 denotes power

variation representing power production in region II and the accuracy of power regulation in region III; CS3 and CS4 denote the mean values of

loads and generated power; and finally ,CS5 denotes the relationship between loads and power as a measure for the sensitivity of controllers. All

measures are visualized graphically in one figure providing quick evaluation and comparison of control performances.

As illustrative examples, two different controllers are applied to express the measure options introduced. Now, for the first time, it is possible

to qualify control approaches regarding both conflict goals structural load reduction and control performance improvement. The measures can

help to evaluate different performance dimensions of controllers to analyze the effects of various aspects to the system behaviors and give new

design criteria for tuning controllers.
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